A novel source-side injection split-gate Flash cell with a self-alignedoff-set source (SOS) is proposed for high density low voltageapplications. The SOS split-gate cellmakes it possible to realizenot only SV-only but also 3.3V-only programmingby improvingfurther the programming efficiencyof source-side injectioncells. This cell is suitable for low voltage read-out due to its no-overerase structure. A small cell area of 3.6pm2 with 0.6pm technology acceptablefor 16Mb
INTRODUCTION
). Next, SiOz spacer (0.4pm width) formed followed by phosphorus implant rhrough the thin polySi( Fig.2(c) ). The WSix film was deposited after removing the SiOz spacer, followed by WSix/poly-Si etching to define the SG and peripheral gate ( Fig.2(d) ).
The field area is covered by thin poly-si during sioz spacer removal that prevents the field threshold decrease by field oxide thinning.
The contactless memory array structure is used to reduce the cell area as shown in Fig.3 . The contactless array is realized by using buried N+ diffusion under the field as the drainline, as shown in Fig,4 The SOS split-gate cell with a short Loff of 0.4pm without suffering from the Loff deviation shows high efficient programming characteristics as shown in Fig.6 and Fig.7 . The cellis programmedin lpsec. and SOpsec. for SV-only and 3.3V-only operations, respectively and the channel current in programming is as small as 10pA.
The cell with these cell characteristics is acceptable not only for a 5V-only operation but also for a 3.3V-only operation by programming multiplememorycells (such as 256 byte) on the same wordJine simultaneously
The cell with depletion-type MT (typical erased Vt=-lV) shows high read current of 180pA (80ttA) by applying the low voltage of Vcc to the word-line (SG) for a 5V-only (t.:V-otrty) operation, as shown in Fig.8 .
CONCLUSIONS
The source-side injection SOS split-gate cell realizes fast programming speed of lpsec. for SV-only operation and makes it possible to realize 3.3V-only operation by programming multiple memory cells. The 
